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During an unacknowledged mission inside the Syrian border, a government operative had

unwittingly triggered an incredible worldwide event that irrevocably shaped the future of the United

States. In the aftermath of the crisis, families have struggled to survive in a world short on food,

water, and electricity. Hyperinflation cripples the United States economy, and postwar armored

military vehicles are patrolling the streets. One man has now stepped forward and continues to push

back the dark wave of tyranny brought on by martial law in the streets of America and may be the

only hope of saving liberty for the country's future.
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Very good and Very Smooth. Overall I enjoyed this book from start to finish. The characters are

lively, the setting is grim. Had a couple minor gripes about the lack of info on certain events talked

about, and the ending is a little rushed like the first book in this series. However that does fit into the

way a lot of movies have been written lately so one could only speculate there might be some

interest into that. If you liked Tomorrow War or Day by Day Armageddon I think you will enjoy this.

Now that the author has retired from the Navy maybe we will see new stuff a bit quicker. Even if not

I do not mind the wait.

I really like JL Bourne's writing! I was hook from the beginning on Day by Day. This series is no

different. Good reading. The first book was excellent and so is this one. Good plot twists and a

pretty believable story make this a very welcome addition to my library and I will read it again soon. I



tried to read it slow and savor it, but as usual, I couldn't put it down. Keep up the great work!

This was a great book. True to form for this author. I have read everything that he has published

and I personally have never been disappointed. If I had to voice a complaint it would be only that the

book had an end. I would prefer if it had kept going and going. I love reading about the worlds

created and changed inside of J.L. Bournes head.

I rather enjoyed this follow up to Tomorrow War. Max [Redacted]'s story continues in a future that is

bleak and full of peril for both the willing and unwilling. With old friends and new, fighting against old

enemies and new, the story takes a turn that puts squarely in perspective the saying that "One

man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter." Recommended for anyone who has enjoyed his

previous books, including the Day By Day Armageddon series. Looking forward to see what he

brings us next round!

J.L. Bourne swiftly became one of my favorite authors after the first DBDA book. However, this

series is even more frightening to me, because it sounds eerily similar to our harrowed times.

Everyone should read this series, just maybe it would make the world a better place. Thank you, Mr.

Bourne for your continued entertainment!

Very good book. I really like how the author writes this as if it were a journal the main character had

written. It's like taking a peek into his mind and helps us understand the decisions he makes

throughout the book.

Another great yet all to real adventure in the crumbling world. The fall of mankind is quick and

deadly. The adventure of Max of survival and redemption continues. JL Bourne is a fantastic story

teller

I've read all of J.L. Bourne's books so far and so far he always delivers ! Serpent Road was an

amazing thrill ride from start to finish . He delivers action , drama and suspense with characters you

can relate to . His writing style really puts you inside the main character Max's head . Again read all

his books you won't be disappointed .
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